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Please indicate here whether you prefer a poster presentation or a talk

Please indicate here whether you paper is eligible for the 'Best Student Paper Award' (see criteria in call for papers)


This template is likely to work properly only in MS Word for Mac or Windows. A simple way of using it is substituting your own text for this one. The format of this passage is to be used in the main body of the abstract. The text is written in Times New Roman, size 12 pt on 13 pt The margins are 20 mm on all sides. The text is both right and left justified.

This template was devised by Anders Eriksson and his team for the 2006 IAFPA conference. 

Subsection headings in Arial Bold, size 12 pt on 13 pt, left justified, 12 pt space before, 4 pt after
Then the text begins again. References should appear with names and year within parentheses (Miller, 1996), or ... According to Miller (1996) ...
Table 1. A table heading is placed above the table and written in Times New Roman, 12pt on 13pt, justified, with 18pt space before and 6pt space after. The label (‘Table 1’ in this example) is written in boldface.
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(place your figure here)


Figure 1 A figure caption is placed below the figure and written in Times New Roman, 12pt on 13pt, justified, with a 6pt space before. The label (‘Figure 1’ in this example) is written in boldface.
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